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Abstract—Faced with the ever-increasing trend of the cellular
network scale, how to quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness
of the large-scale deployment of base stations (BSs) has become
a challenging topic. To this end, a deeper understanding of the
cellular network topology is of fundamental significance to be
achieved. In this paper, α-Shape, a powerful algebraic geometric
tool, is integrated into the analysis of real BS location data for six
Asian countries and six European countries, respectively. Firstly,
the BS spatial deployments of both Asian and European countries
express fractal features based on two different testifying metrics,
namely the Betti numbers and the Hurst coefficients. Secondly,
it is found out that the log-normal distribution presents the best
match to the cellular network topology when the practical BS
deployment is characterized by the Euler characteristics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Driven by the explosive installment of base stations (BSs)
globally recently, the issue of the optimal BS deployment, i.e.,
a collection of BSs distributed on the two-dimensional plane
[1], of the cellular network has attracted tremendous concern
from both academic and industrial communities. An inefficient
way of deployments usually leads to disappointing network
performances, such as poor capacity, low spectrum efficiency,
waste of energy consumption, and intolerable delay [2], [3].
One promising attempt to optimize network deployments is the
ultra-dense cellular network by shrinking the size of individual
BS’s coverage [2]. Despite the significantly gained momentum,
ultra-dense cellular network scheme is still far away from the
perfect solution to network deployments because of the un-
pleasant consequences it brings about, including the escalation
of energy consumption, inter-cell interference, void cell, tough
power control and so on [4].
A. Related Works
In order to meet various performance requirements, sub-
stantial efforts have been made on how to effectively address
the cellular network deployment issues. [2] investigated the
influence of cell size on the network energy consumption
for the purpose of maximizing energy efficiency. In [3], an
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optimal approach was presented to prolong the lifetime of
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) by deploying BSs appro-
priately. Stochastic geometry models were built in [1] for BS
deployments in shared cellular networks, and the proposed
models were observed to be suitable for different countries.
[5] proposed to jointly optimize the placement of BSs with
other factors like power control. [6] studied the BS deploy-
ment scheme based on the overall traffic variation process
rather than the peak traffic load, which can successfully bring
energy consumption reduction and performance improvement.
[7] developed a greedy framework to arrange the BSs in
heterogeneous cellular networks, so as to improve the energy
efficiency. In the strive for meeting coverage demands and
traffic requirements, the BSs were automatically planned and
distributed in [8] in mobile networks. From an energy reduc-
tion perspective, [9] proposed a heuristic method to lay out
the BSs in the WSNs.
Undoubtedly, the knowledge of topology of the cellular
networks is extremely beneficial for the guidance on BS
deployments. Since the locations of BSs are of paramount
importance in determining the network topology, a range of
researches on the spatial distribution of BSs have been carried
out in recent decades. In [10], the severe divergence of Poisson
distribution from practical BS density distribution was found
out, and α-stable distribution, one of the heavy-tailed distribu-
tions, was shown to match the real distribution more properly.
By separating the BSs into diverse subsets, a comprehensive
study on the cellular network’s spatial structure was presented
in [11], and the clustering feature of BS density distribution
was also revealed. In [12], further study about the strong linear
dependence was exhibited between BS deployment and spatial
traffic distribution. Taking different scenarios into account,
[13] claimed that the log-normal and Weibull distributions
were the more precise ones to fit the real BS deployments
in rural and coastal scenarios, respectively. [14] verified the
validity of α-stable distribution for the temporal traffic series
in addition to the spatial density of BSs.
Understanding the network topology can prominently facil-
itate the design of efficient cellular networks, and pervasive
applications depending upon the network topology have been
found in the wireless communication field. For instance, the
knowledge of network topology can be exploited to perform
automatic computations for topology control in WSNs [15],
investigate the pros and cons of BS switching on/off scheme
[16], develop energy-saving mechanism for green cellular
networks [17], improve the spectral efficiency and reduce the
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2bit error rate (BER) in space-time network coding (STNC)
scheme [18], manage the interference and allocate spectrum
resource for a femtocell-based cellular network [19] and so
on.
B. Our Contributions
Most of the previous literatures analyzed the cellular net-
work deployments from the perspective of BS spatial density
distribution by using straightforward simulation methods. As
one of the unprecedented researches, this paper introduces
a powerful algebraic geometric tool, namely α-Shapes [20],
into the fundamental analysis of real BS location data for
twelve countries around the world, and generalizes essential
topological characteristics through the mass data sets from
the perspective of topological invariants, i.e., Betti numbers
and Euler characteristics [20]. Briefly speaking, α-Shapes are
geometric manifolds constructed from a specific point set so
that they are closely related to topological nature of the point
set. Moreover, the Betti numbers and the Euler characteristics
can be used to describe the topological information in the
α-Shapes, thus also tightly associated with the topological
features of the point set. Specifically, our works aim to answer
this kind of question: is there any essentially identical features
hidden in the network topology regardless of the geographical
differences? In other words, it is an interesting and profound
issue to find out the topological features in the cellular network
topology, and these outcomes can be an invaluable tool for
fruitful guidelines on the design of cellular networks.
In this regard, the main contributions of this paper are as
follows:
• First of all, the fractal phenomenon is revealed in the
BS spatial deployments for both Asian and European
countries in terms of the Betti numbers;
• Secondly, the fractal features in the topology of BSs in
cellular networks are also confirmed by taking advantage
of the Hurst coefficients;
• Thirdly, it is verified that log-normal distribution provides
the most conforming fitness with the cellular network
topology when the practical BS deployments are char-
acterized by the Euler characteristics.
This paper is organized as follows: The vital algebraic
topological invariants and tools, including α-Shapes, Betti
numbers and Euler characteristics, are introduced in Section
II. The detailed description for the cellular network data is
given in Section III. The fractal features of BS deployments in
Asian and European countries are clarified in Section IV. The
identical log-normal distribution of the Euler characteristics
for the above countries is illustrated in Section V. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. FUNDAMENTAL TOOLS FOR TOPOLOGY DISCOVERY
In this section, the principal concepts of the algebraic
topological tools used for topology discovery in our works are
presented. Various information in all aspects about these tools
will be provided, including the basic definitions, the relevant
applications, the constructions and so on. The relationships
between them will also be expounded.
A. Alpha Shapes (α-Shapes)
As one of the most fundamental notions from the domain
of computational topology in algebraic geometry [21], [22],
α-Shapes were first introduced by Edelsbrunner in 1973 [23].
α-Shapes have been extensively applied to a plenty of vital
domains. Typical examples of the applications based on α-
Shapes modeling include: protein-DNA interactions can be
precisely predicted [24], molecular shapes can be detailedly
described [25], properties of macro-molecular can be analyti-
cally exacted [26] in the field of biology; interactions between
the origin and destinations can be summarized and visualized
in geography [27]; network edges can be detected locally in
ad hoc networks [28]; surface morphology of products can be
analyzed in manufacturing. Applications in other fields include
shape similarity comparison of 3D models [29], medical image
analysis and so forth.
In general, unlike common tools in algebraic topology field,
which have to resort to some kind of user-defined smoothing
functions or thresholds for the analysis of a discrete point
set, α-Shapes depend entirely on the point distribution itself,
and focus on the features determined by the set of points
exclusively [20]. In this regard, α-Shapes are significantly
superior and are regarded as the optimal technique for our
study for the same reason.
In an informal definition, α-Shapes can be considered as
the intuitive notion of the shape of a specific discrete point set
[30]. For example, without loss of generality, a point set S and
one of its α-Shapes are illustrated in Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1,
the α-Shape is in accordance with our intuition about the shape
of S. And the processes of construction will be elaborated later
in this subsection.
Fig. 1: A point set S and one of its α-Shapes. The point set S
is represented by the red nodes in the two-dimensional plane,
and the α-Shape of S is denoted by the red outline of the area
with black dotted shadows. In addition, the black circles and
edges between nodes include the intermediate results during
the construction of α-Shapes.
Two topological concepts closely related to the construction
of α-Shapes are the Voronoi tessellation and the Delaunay
triangulation. Let a two-dimensional point set A, a subset of
the two-dimensional real number point set R2, consist of node
ai (i = 1, 2, ..., n), where n is the total number of A. Then a
Voronoi cell Vi refers to the set of points which are closer to
ai than any other nodes in A, as expressed in Eq. (1), and the
3Voronoi diagram of A is composed of the set of Voronoi cells
[30].
Vi = {x ∈ R2 | ‖x − ai ‖ ≤
x − aj , ∀ j = 1, 2, ...n, j , i} (1)
The Delaunay triangulation is coupled with the Voronoi
tessellation. An edge connecting two nodes belongs to the
Delaunay triangulation if and only if the two corresponding
Voronoi cells share a common side. Similarly, a triangle
connecting three nodes belongs to the Delaunay triangulation
if and only if the three corresponding Voronoi cells share
a common corner [30]. The Voronoi tessellation and the
Delaunay triangulation of A are depicted as Fig. 2.
Fig. 2: The Voronoi tessellation and the Delaunay triangulation
of A, where the red nodes belong to the point set A, the dotted
lines refer to the Delaunay triangulation, and the solid lines
indicate the edges of the Voronoi tessellation.
Fig. 3 represents the process of one α-Shape construction
given the scale parameter α. Specifically, here follows the out-
line of building up α-Shapes. Firstly, the Voronoi tessellation
and the Delaunay triangulation of the point set A is obtained
in Fig. 3(a). Secondly, taking the scale parameter α as the
radius, circles centered by every point in A are drawn. Then
the set of circles forms the area C(α) as shown by the pink area
in Fig. 3(b), in which the straight lines indicate the edges of
the Voronoi tessellation. Thirdly, the alpha complex consists
of the simplexes, namely, the vertexes, edges and triangles,
which are entirely included in the area C(α), as displayed by
the red part in Fig. 3(c). Finally, one α-Shape is obtained in
Fig. 3(d).
The features of α-Shapes demonstrate themselves when α
increases gradually from zero to infinity, as shown in Fig.
4. The α-Shape is equivalent to the point set itself when α
equals to zero. Then a new Delaunay simplex is added into
the α-Shapes when α exceeds some threshold, which means
the α-Shapes vary by the values of α in a discrete manner.
So alpha complex is the same as the Delaunay triangulation
of A when α reaches some maximum value αmax , and the α-
Shape keeps being the convex hull of A afterwards. Therefore,
the number of α-Shapes is actually finite although the scale
parameter α varies from 0 to +∞.
In summary, α-Shapes are the intuitive description of point
sets, the subsets of the Delaunay triangulation, and the gener-
ation of the convex hull.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 3: The illustration of α-Shapes construction.
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Fig. 4: The features of α-Shapes as α, i.e., the radius of the
pink circles in each subgraph, increases gradually from zero
to infinity.
B. Betti Numbers
The basic notion of homology needs to be stated first
for a better elaboration of the Betti numbers. Homology
describes the connectivity of space via the characterization
of two fundamental morphological elements, namely, holes
and boundaries [31]. In terms of three-dimensional space, a 0-
dimensional hole refers to an independent component or a gap
between two disconnected components; a 1-dimensional hole
means a tunnel which appears when an edge is added to two
connected points, and the tunnel can be crossed over in either
4direction without running into a boundary; a 2-dimensional
hole is a cavity or void, which is completely encircled by a
2-dimensional surface. Boundaries are usually described by
cycles. A 0-cycle indicates a connected object or a point; a
closed loop is identified as a 1-cycle; while a 2-dimensional
surface is referred to as a 2-cycle. The p-th homology group
Hp is composed of all p-dimensional holes or cycles [32].
The p-th Betti number βp can be seen as the number of
elements in the p-th homology Hp . As a result, the Betti num-
bers contain complete topological information about a space.
Similar as the p-th hole, β0 is the number of independent
components of a space; β1 means the number of independent
tunnels; β2 indicates the number of independent enclosed voids
[32].
The Betti numbers can be inferred from α-Shapes in a
straightforward way. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the α-Shapes
evolve from the point set itself into the Delaunay triangulation
gradually as the growth of the scale parameter α. In other
words, the set of α-Shapes is actually a filtration of the
Delaunay triangulation, where α plays the role of filtration
parameter [33]. Therefore, each Betti number can be expressed
as a function of α since every α-Shape corresponds to certain
values of the Betti numbers as listed in Fig. 4 for the
enhancement of understanding.
C. Euler Characteristics
The Euler characteristic is one of the most principle con-
cepts in analyzing the topology of a space, especially in
capturing the global features and statistical characteristics.
Let O be a 3-dimentional object whose boundary ∂O is
a 2-dimentional enclosed shell. In the formal definition, the
Euler characteristic χ(∂O) equals to the integrated Gaussian
curvature of the surface [20]:
χ(∂O) = 1
2pi
∮
x
dx
R1(x)R2(x), (2)
where R1(x) and R2(x) are two principal radius of the curva-
ture at the point x of the shell. Surprisingly, the integration
above remains invariant under continuous deformation of the
surface [20], which is the reason why the Euler characteristic
can reflect the essential property of a space and is referred to
as a topological invariant.
According to the Euler-Poincare Formula, the Euler char-
acteristic can also be obtained by the Betti numbers [20].
Specifically, the Euler characteristic equals to the alternating
sum of the Betti numbers [20]:
χ = β0 − β1 + β2 − β3 + ...... (3)
In our works, only two Betti numbers β0 and β1 are taken
into account since the 2-dimensional location data of BSs in
the cellular networks are analyzed.
III. DATASET DESCRIPTION
In order to achieve precise and effective topological char-
acterizations, our works are based on the analysis of a
rich supply of mass data gained from OpenCellID com-
munity, an open source data platform for providing the
locations of BSs in various countries around the world
(https://community.opencellid.org/) [34]. The massive BS data
of twelve countries, including six representative countries from
Asia and Europe respectively, have been extracted from the
OpenCellID dataset. Each information entry consists of the
location of BSs, namely, the latitude and longitude data and
other auxiliary information. The basic information about the
12 selected countries is listed in Table I, including the territory
area, the total number and the average density of BSs.
TABLE I: The basic information of 12 selected countries.
Area(         )
China
UK
Germany
France
Italy
South Korea
Japan
Poland
Europe
Asia
             Country
244100
357376
312685
553965
301338
100210
377972
9634057
India
Tailand 513120
2980000
Singapore
Netherlands 41864
719.1
No. of BSs
160827
276408
136905
273279
180867
38845
316977
193764
62410
178834
83891
13396
Density of BSs(            )
0.6589
0.7734
 0.4378
0.4933
0.6002
0.3876
0.8386
0.0201
0.1216
0.0600
2.0040
18.6288
To express the reliability of the extracted data, the latitude
and longitude data are converted into the location data on
a 2-dimensional coordination system in the form of x and
y, and the BS deployment diagrams of several representative
countries, including three Asian countries and three European
ones, are illustrated in Fig. 5. The red boundary lines are
extracted from the Google Map, and it is observed that the
layout formed by the BSs is basically the same as the real
territory configuration since almost all the BS data fall within
the boundary line of each country.
IV. FRACTAL NATURE IN THE CELLULAR NETWORKS
TOPOLOGY
As a fundamental feature of networks, fractal phenomenon
has been found in a number of wireless networking scenarios
[35]. For instance, the design of hand-off scheme for mobile
terminals can be inspired by the fractal property [36], and a
fractal shape demonstrates itself in the coverage boundary of
the wireless cellular network [37]. Moreover, a rich number
of networks in the real world exhibit the significant fractal
characteristics naturally, such as the world-wide web (WWW),
yeast interaction, protein homology, and social networks [38],
[39]. Based on the tools of α-Shapes and Betti numbers, this
section confirms the fractal nature in the cellular networks
from the perspective of the topology of BSs [32].
5(a) China (d) France
(b) Japan (e) Germany
(c) South Korea (f) Italy
Fig. 5: The BS deployment diagrams of three (left) Asian and (right) European countries.
A. Comparison between the Betti Curves of Fractal and
Random Point Distributions
Fig. 6 gives an intuitive comparison between the Betti
curves brought by the fractal patterns and the random charac-
teristics.
Fig. 6(a) expresses the practical point deployments for the
fractal and random cases. One of the most significant features
of fractal behavior is the self-similarity under any length scale
[40], and self-similarity is added into the point distribution by
the hierarchical partitions of the area among the points, while
the random point distribution is simply realized by the random
choice of the location for each point.
Fig. 6(b) shows the Betti curves for the random case, while
Fig. 6(c) for the fractal case. The β0 curve for the random
case demonstrates a trend of descending monotonously, and
the β1 curve presents a single peak formed by the monotone
decrease after the monotone rise of β1. However, in the fractal
case, distinctive from the random case, the β0 curve manifests
itself by the multiple ripples in the global decline trend, where
a ripple is characterized by the rapid slope switch within a
narrow range of α, as shown by the amplified blue curves
and two black straight lines with distinctive slopes in the left
window in Fig. 6(c). In the meantime, the β1 curve for the
fractal case fluctuates in the form of multiple peaks. In other
words, the fractal behavior brings the distinguishing features
of multiple ripples and peaks into the β0 and β1 curves,
respectively [32]. In addition, the identical number of ripples
and peaks is an indication for the hierarchical levels in the
fractal distribution [32]. For example, the first two levels, out
of the total three levels in the fractal distribution, demonstrate
themselves in a visible way by the two ripples or peaks in the
Betti curves, while the last level is not observed clearly in the
curves because of the trivial number of elements in this level.
Moreover, the ripples arrive prior to the corresponding peaks,
which is quite reasonable because the size of components is
smaller than that of loops.
B. Fractal Features in Terms of the Betti Numbers
Within our works, the fractal phenomenon in the cellular
networks is discovered based on the modularity patterns
(structures hierarchy) of the Betti curves of the practical
BS distributions [32], as verified in Fig. 7 for six European
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(a) Points deployment diagrams: (left) random; (right) fractal.
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Fig. 6: Comparison between the representative Betti curves of random and fractal point distributions.
countries and Fig. 8 for six Asian countries, respectively.
Regardless of the geographical differences, it is extremely
surprising to observe the essentially identical fractal features
(hierarchy of structures) expressed by the multiple ripples,
which are highlighted in blue segments as shown in the β0
curves, as well as the multiple peaks in the β1 curves for each
of all the aforementioned twelve countries.
Besides, the numbers of the ripples or peaks for these
countries are not entirety the same, which is 3 for France and
Germany, and 2 for other 10 countries. As indicated before,
this parameter is associated with the hierarchical levels in the
BS distributions.
In addition, the ripples and peaks appear at completely
different values of the scale parameter α for each country,
which are listed in Table II. It is noteworthy that the ripples
suggest the rapid gradient switch within a narrow range of
α, and the position of a ripple can be estimated according to
the intersection of two straight lines with distinctive slopes
respectively, as shown in the first and third columns in Fig. 7
and Fig. 8. The positions are probably related to the area of
the countries and the number of BSs per unit area, i.e., the
density of BSs.
C. Fractal Features Based on the Hurst Coefficients
Firstly proposed by H. E. Hurst, the Hurst exponent has
recently gained its popularity in plenty of fields, especially in
the finance fields as a result of Peter’s work [41], [42]. As a
measurement for fractality of data series, the Hurst exponent
usually falls in the range from 0 to 1. In concrete, Hurst
coefficient of 0.5 implies a completely random data series,
while the indication of fractal features gets stronger as the
value comes closer to 1 [43].
Among the various methods applied in the calculation
of the Hurst coefficient, we take advantage of the rescaled
range analysis (R/S), one of the most classical methods, in
our works. Due to the space limitation, the framework of
computing the Hurst coefficient is given in the Algorithm 1
below, and interested readers could refer to [44] for the details
of R/S method.
Actually, the length n of sub-series is variable, and it has
been found that (R/S)n scales by power-law as n grows [44]:
(R/S)n = c · nH, (4)
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Fig. 7: The Betti curves of the practical BSs distributions in European countries.
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Fig. 9: The comparison between the practical PDF and the fitted ones for European countries.
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Fig. 10: The comparison between the practical PDF and the fitted ones for Asian countries.
where c is a constant, and the Hurst exponent H can be
estimated by the slope of the least square regression on
logarithms of both sides in Eq. (4).
In order to testify the fractal property in the cellular net-
works, the Hurst coefficients are computed for all the BSs
in the cellular networks of all the selected countries. In our
works, an arbitrary center point is chosen randomly among all
the location data of the BSs and a radius is specified firstly, so
that a circle is formed given the center BS and the radius. Then
the distances between all the BSs within the circle and the
center BS are calculated. In other words, the data series consist
of a sequence of the distances between each BS and the center
BS. Next, the Hurst coefficient is computed according to the
data series in the way mentioned above. The similar process
is performed a hundred times given different center points
and radii, and the average Hurst coefficient is obtained finally.
As indicated in Table III, the fractal features are completely
confirmed since all the Hurst coefficients are very close to 1.
9Algorithm 1 Framework of computing the Hurst coefficient.
divide a data series X = X1, X2, ..., XN of length N into A sub-series of the same length n
for each a ∈ [1, A] do
µa =
1
n
an∑
i=(a−1)n+1
Xi,
// The mean value µa of the a-th sub-series.
Yi = Xi − µa, i = (a − 1)n + 1, (a − 1)n + 2, ..., an.
// The mean adjusted sub-series Y .
Zt =
t∑
i=(a−1)n+1
Yi, t = (a − 1)n + 1, (a − 1)n + 2, ..., an.
// The cumulative deviate series Z .
Ra = max{Z(a−1)n+1, Z(a−1)n+2, ..., Zan} −min{Z(a−1)n+1, Z(a−1)n+2, ..., Zan}.
// The accumulated deviation Ra for the a-th sub-series.
Sa =
√√
1
n
an∑
i=(a−1)n+1
(Xi − µa)2.
//The standard deviation series Sa for the a-th sub-series.
end for
(R/S)n = 1A
A∑
a=1
Ra/Sa .
TABLE III: Hurst coefficients for all the 12 countries.
Hurst
China
UK
Germany
France
Italy
South Korea
Japan
Poland
Europe
Asia
              Country
0.98870
0.97341
 0.97978
0.95323
0.97718
0.98500
0.99275
0.91452
India
Tailand 0.96666
0.89700
Singapore
Netherlands 0.98748
0.88466
V. CONSISTENT LOG-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE
EULER CHARACTERISTICS
In our works, based on Euler-Poincare Formula, the Euler
Characteristics are obtained by subtracting β1 from β0. Obvi-
ous heavy-tail features can be observed from the curves of real
probability density functions (PDFs), so several representative
heavy-tail distributions are chosen as the candidate distribu-
tions for the fitness of real PDF. The candidate distributions
and their PDF expressions are listed in Table IV.
TABLE IV: The candidate distributions and their PDF expres-
sions.
Distributions PDF
Generalized 
Pareto(GP)
Poisson
Weibull
Lognormal
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TABLE II: The positions of the ripples and peaks in the Betti
curves.
State Country Index β0 β1
Europe
Poland
1st
2nd
1.484 1.956
2.816 3.208
UK
1st
2nd
0.740 1.152
2.644 3.012
Germany
1st
2nd
0.640 0.710
1.755 2.095
3rd 3.485 3.800
France
1st
2nd
1.090 1.640
2.970 3.750
3rd 6.780 7.090
Italy
1st
2nd
0.840 1.356
2.460 2.904
South Korea
1st
2nd
0.950 1.580
3.330 4.420
Japan
1st
2nd
0.852 1.389
1.818 1.971
China
1st
2nd
1.670 2.430
4.280 4.730
Tailand
1st
2nd
1.845 1.875
5.430 5.520
India
1st
2nd
2.360 3.940
8.200 9.460
Asia
Netherlands
1st
2nd
0.387 0.963
1.644 1.887
Singapore 1st
2nd
0.572 0.580
1.298 1.484
TABLE V: The RMSE between each candidate distribution
and the practical one.
China
UK
Germany
France
Italy
South Korea
Japan
Poland
Europe
Asia
Possion Lognormal Generalized_Pareto Weibull
       Country
               Distributions
1.09 0.11 0.74 0.42
0.75 0.02 0.11 0.16
1.23 0.12 0.23
0.84 0.08 0.28 0.12
0.99 0.05 0.19 0.29
3.30 0.09 0.26 0.38
0.81 0.08 0.20 0.17
1.28 0.08 0.43 0.40
0.07
India
Tailand 2.84 0.11 0.89 0.47
0.98 0.05 0.18 0.11
Singapore
Netherlands 2.15 0.17 0.37   0.30
3.72 0.14 0.96   0.69
During the process of data fitting, the Euler characteristics
are assumed to comply with a specific statistical distribution
to estimate the parameters, then an estimated PDF curve is
generated to fit the given data. The comparison between the
practical PDF and the fitted ones is displayed as Fig. 9 for
European countries and Fig. 10 for Asian ones, respectively.
As observed from the fitted curves in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, for
each European or Asian country, the log-normal distribution
is clearly the closest one to the real PDF.
For the purpose of verifying the best match for the real
PDFs, the root mean square error (RMSE) between each
candidate distribution and the practical one is computed and
listed in Table V. As shown in Table V, the RMSE between the
log-normal distribution and the real PDF is also the smallest
one for every country, which is almost one order of magnitude
smaller than the other terms in the same row. In other words,
the log-normal distribution is the best match for the PDF of the
Euler characteristics for both European and Asian countries,
from the perspective of either intuition or rigorous numerical
analysis.
Therefore, a possibly surprising but well-founded con-
clusion can be drawn here: regardless of the geographical
differences as well as the culture and historical factors, the
Euler characteristics of either Asian or European countries
completely comply with the log-normal distribution.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, the algebraic geometric tools, i.e., α-Shapes,
Betti numbers, and Euler characteristics, have been exploited
to discover the intrinsic topological characteristics from the
real BS location data of various Asian and European countries.
First of all, fractal phenomenon has been confirmed within the
BS configurations for either Asian or European countries in
terms of both Betti numbers and Hurst coefficients; Secondly,
the log-normal distribution has been proven to provide the
best fitness to the PDFs of the Euler characteristics among
typical distribution candidates in regard to the practical BS
deployments in the cellular networks.
Nevertheless, despite all the topological findings above,
there are still some challenging issues to be worked out in
the future. For instance, what are the definitive factors for the
α values of the ripples and peaks in the Betti curves? What
is the intrinsic meaning of the number of levels indicated by
the number of ripples or peaks? And how to apply the fractal
features and log-normal distribution of the Euler characteristics
to the design of BSs deployments? We will investigate all of
these problems as our future works.
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